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Key Points:

- For the first time, two vertically spaced gravimeters allow to interpret small gravity hydrologically induced signal (< 5 nm/s²).
- Superconducting gravimetric signal are correlated with evapotranspiration at daily time step.
- Gravimetry enables an integrative estimate of evapotranspiration particularly relevant for hydrology.
Abstract
Estimating evapotranspiration (ET) is a primary challenge in modern hydrology. Hydrogravimetry is an integrative approach providing highly precise continuous measurement of gravity acceleration. However, large-scale effects (e.g., tides, polar motion, atmospheric loading) limit the fine time-scale interpretation of the gravity data and processing leads to residual signal noise. To circumvent this limitation, we exploited the difference between two superconducting gravimeters vertically spaced by 512 m. The gravity difference allows to remove common large-scale effects. Daily variation of the gravity difference is significantly correlated with daily evapotranspiration as estimated using the water balance model SimpKcET (p-value = 4.10^{-10}). However, this approach is effective only during rain-free periods. In the future, comparison with direct ET measurements (e.g., eddy-covariance, scintillometer) may confirm and strengthen our interpretation. Improved hydrogravimetric data processing could extend the proposed approach to other experimental sites equipped with a single superconducting gravimeter.

Plain language Summary
Land evaporation and vegetation transpiration are crucial parameters in ecohydrology because evapotranspiration constitutes more than two-thirds of precipitated water at the continental scale. However, this invisible flux is difficult to characterize, especially at kilometric scale, and its quantification is challenging for the hydrologist community. Continuous gravity monitoring using a superconducting gravimeter is a direct estimation of the mass change of lands with high precision. At a mountain site in southern France, we highlight a significant association between evapotranspiration calculated by a numerical model and the mass loss of the mountain. This approach provides a novel way to monitor evapotranspiration that will reinforce traditionally used methods.

1 Introduction
Evapotranspiration (ET) is a key variable to understanding eco-hydrosystems because it links water, carbon, and energy cycles [Fisher, 2014]. ET is a major component of the water cycle, accounting for approximately 70% of precipitated water at the continental scale [Oki and Kanae, 2006; Fisher et al., 2017]. Several approaches exist for estimating ET, but large uncertainties persist and estimates remain difficult to validate, particularly at large scale [Verstraeten et al. 2008; Müller and Bolte 2009]. New approaches for estimating ET are crucially needed to improve our understanding of related processes.

Gravimetry is a geophysical method that measures the gravitational acceleration field (g). During the last decades, progress has led to the development of devices that can now achieve precision of a few nm/s² and obtain highly accurate temporal monitoring [Van Camp et al. 2006]. These advances now allow to study the dynamics of ET. Data from the GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) satellite have been used to study ET [Rodell et al. 2004; Long et al. 2014; Pan et al. 2017, Pascolini-Campbell et al. 2021]. The last studies have shown a correlation between GRACE data and regional-scale ET estimated by global models [e.g. Zhang et al. 2010; Mu et al.
Superconducting gravimeter (SG) data are commonly used in hydrogravimetric studies that approach ET indirectly via water budgets [e.g. Hector et al. 2014; Fores et al. 2018; Chaffaut et al. 2021]. Only Van Camp et al. [2016] have directly interpreted the gravity signal as soil-to-atmosphere water transfers at the daily time step. They found similar dynamics between the decreased signal of an underground SG (i.e., below the root levels) and decreased soil water content measured by TDR (time domain reflectometry) probes at 30, 45, and 60 centimeters. The relationship was observed in an oak and beech forest in Belgium on rain-free days. Direct comparison of ET to the gravity signal was not possible in Van Camp et al. [2016]’s study for two reasons: i) the daily water content change measured by TDR probes was not necessarily representative of ET at the plot scale, and ii) the limited signal to noise ratio constrained the authors to stack the signal over 10 days so as to limit perturbations. Indeed, Van Camp et al. [2016] discussed gravity signal processing difficulties in removing various perturbations: tidal effects, regional hydrological effects, atmospheric load, instrumental drift or even polar motion.

In this study, we broaden the approach: i) by working on the surface-to-depth difference between two vertically spaced superconducting gravimeters, one at the surface and the other at a depth of 512m. Such configuration allows to bypass signal processing issues by eliminating all common large-scale perturbations. ii) We consider local hydrological effects by using measured discharges at the outlet of the karst hydrosystem (Fontaine-de-Vaucluse spring). iii) We explore the direct link between the gravity signal and the daily ET dynamic calculated with the SimpKcET model validated on three (3) flux towers near the site [Ollivier et al. 2021]. For the first time, these conditions make it possible to relate gravity directly to ET signals at the daily time step.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Site

The experimental site is located in southern France (43°56'28.7"N; 5°29'01.1"E) within the Fontaine-de-Vaucluse hydrosystem which covers 1200 km². The site is part of the French critical zone observation network (OZCAR - http://www.ozcar-ri.org/). The karst hydrosystem is developed in Cretaceous limestones. The upper formations (≈ 300 m thick; Fig. 1) are lower Aptian / upper Barremian sub-reef limestones [Masse and Fenercci-Masse 2011] with high porosities (5-20% in the study area [Léonide et al. 2014]). Seasonal variations in water content, measured by MRS (magnetic resonance sounding), revealed the strong capacitive hydrogeological role of this limestone [Carrière et al. 2016; Mazzilli et al. 2020]. The underlying formations are lower Barremian limestones with significantly lower porosities (< 5% [Masse 1969; Guglielmi 2010]). This last formation has mainly a transmissive hydrogeological role.

Water discharge at Fontaine-de-Vaucluse spring is representative of the deep flow under the LSBB (Fig. 1C) for several reasons: i) soil and rock located between the two SGs (upper Barremian / lower Aptian limestones) have a strong capacity effect regarding water transfer due to high porosity [Carrière et al. 2016], ii) rocks located under the deep SG (lower Barremian limestones) have only a transmissive role due to low porosity and high permeability through karst conduits, iii) the Fontaine-de-Vaucluse hydrosystem is a highly developed karst where water transfers within
the saturated zone are very rapid (piston effect in a few hours) as demonstrated by Garry [2007] using an Mg$^{2+}$ concentration time series analysis and Lesparre et al. [2017] using tiltmeter measurements, iv) Fontaine-de-Vaucluse discharge dynamics are similar to piezometric dynamics observed in a borehole near the site LSBB.

The topography of the study area is a southward slope. The elevation ranges between 500 and 1100 m.a.s.l. whereas the top of the saturated zone within the karst is at approximately 100 m.a.s.l. (Fig. 1). The thick vadose zone made it possible to excavate a tunnel 3.8 km long with a depth ranging between 0 and 512 m mm deep. This structure was a military bunker converted into a scientific research laboratory named "LSBB" in 1997 (http://lsbb.eu/presentation/). This underground facility cuts through the limestone and provides unique access to the karst unsaturated zone (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Site presentation: A/ Location map of the experimental site in France. B/ LSBB experimental site located in the Fontaine-de-Vaucluse catchment with a simplified geological context. C/ Simplified water balance of the system included between the two gravimeters where P is precipitation, ET is evapotranspiration, and Q is deep water discharge. Runoff is commonly neglected due to the very high permeability of the karst. D/ Simplified geological cross-section showing gravimeter locations and the influence cone of 90% of gravity signal.
The climate is Mediterranean with hot dry summers; most rainfall occurs during spring and autumn. Between 2003 and 2015, average annual rainfall was 909 mm and ranged between 407 and 1405 mm. Average annual temperature over the same period was 12.9 °C. Runoff is null at the scale of the massif due to the high karst permeability. No streams are present in the study area. Vegetation cover in the study area is primarily forest, dominated by Holm oaks on the southern slope [Carrière et al. 2017] and white oaks and Montpelier maples on the plateau.

2.2 Superconducting gravimeter

The LSBB is a unique site in the world for hydrogravimetric research because it is the only place to date where two superconducting gravimeters (SG) are installed in vertical alignment. This configuration allows us to study hourly mass changes in the area between the two gravimeters using the surface-to-depth approach developed by Jacob et al. [2009] and Champollion et al. [2018]. The SG iOSG#024 [Boy et al. 2020] was installed in 2015 at a depth of 512 m (507 m.a.s.l.) and the SG iGrav#031, installed at 1019 m.a.s.l., has been operational only since 2020. Both devices collect continuous data at the minute time step (iGrav#031 and iOSG#024). The instrumental drift of each gravimeter is corrected using repeated measurements of absolute gravity. In this paper, we only explore the surface-to-depth residual signal obtained by subtracting the deep SG signal from the surface SG signal. Residuals from single gravimeters are presented as supplementary material (S1). This simple difference makes it possible to circumvent the usual processing needed to eliminate all large-scale effects (e.g. tide, polar motion) while obtaining a signal with very low residual noise. This noise cancellation has already been demonstrated on laterally separated gravimeters (Kennedy et al. 2014; Goto et al. 2021). Compared to single gravity measurements, the sensitivity of differential gravity is modified by: i) removing common large-scale effects; ii) enhancing the signal to noise ratio; iii) the sensitive volume is smaller than a single gravimeter (focused on the zone between both SG); iv) the sensitive volume extends laterally. Indeed, this vertical configuration offers a greater sensitivity on the sides of the device compared to a single gravimeter (Cooke 2020; Supplementary Information S2). The lateral sensitivity combined with the reduced common noise is a great advantage for studying near surface processes such as evapotranspiration.

We calculated the Daily Change in Gravity (DCG) by subtracting the signal average between 0h and 5h on day "d" from the same average on the next day "d+1" (Fig. 2B). Standard deviations were calculated each day over the same hourly period and then summed by pair of days to represent error bars in Figure 3b. During rain-free periods, the DCG consists mostly of signals from the lower (Q) and upper (ET) outlets of the karst system (Fig. 1C). Consequently, we subtract the gravitational attraction caused by changes in groundwater storage due to discharge at Fontaine-de-Vaucluse (Q) from DCG and compare the result to ET. Downward flow Q is expressed in mm by dividing the flow at the outlet of the Fontaine-de-Vaucluse spring by the surface of the entire hydrosystem (1200 km²). Surface-to-depth residuals can be expressed in mm by dividing acceleration (initially in nm/s²) by the sum of absolute Bouguer constant for LSBB site (Kumar et al. 2021). They found -0.34 nm/s².mm⁻¹ for the deep gravimeter and 0.39 nm/s².mm⁻¹ for the
surface gravimeter. This double application of Bouguer’s constant is equivalent to dividing the gradiometer signal by two in order to cancel the double detection of mass variations between the two gravimeters. As soil water is not spatially and temporally homogeneous, one can expect temporal changes of the Bouguer constant due to the precipitation patterns and the heterogeneity of the vegetation. Estimating a variable Bouguer coefficient in such complex medium as karst cannot be done from gravity data alone and numerical modeling including eco-physiological processes are needed.

2.3 Evapotranspiration modeling

The SimpKcET model was developed by Ollivier et al. [2021] to quantify ET over large karst areas. It was coupled to the KaRaMel model, which simulates water flow within karst systems [Ollivier et al. 2020], to improve the simulation of karst aquifer processes. SimpKcET was adapted from the FAO56 model [Allen et al. 1998] by considering parameterizations of soil and plant water transfers adapted to the particularities of karst surface layers (strongly heterogeneous with large amounts of coarse elements). SimpKcET uses the vegetation fraction cover derived from remote sensing data to force the evolution of plant transpiration from reference evapotranspiration inputs and a simple description of daily soil water balance including its impact on vegetation water stress. MODIS data was used to derive vegetation fraction cover at 1 km spatial resolution (calculated from the MODIS EVI). Meteorological inputs, such as precipitation and reference evapotranspiration, were obtained from SAFRAN reanalysis at a spatial resolution of 8 km [Vidal et al. 2010]. SimpKcET was favorably evaluated over three (3) flux towers on two (2) typical Mediterranean forested fields and one crop field in southeastern France [Ollivier et al. 2021]. In this paper, we used SimpKcET to model the evapotranspiration that was compared to the gravity data. ET was extracted from the 15 pixels covering the area 2 km around both SGs. These 15 pixels were used to evaluate ET (average) together with the ET variability.

4 Results

The surface-to-depth gravity residuals reveal a low-noise time series (Fig. 2A). Two phases can be clearly identified on the time series: i) gravity signal growth related to rainfall that increases the system mass between the two SGs, ii) signal decrease related to water loss from the system (ET and Q). Throughout the gravity time series, we notice several spikes, which are not related to hydrological processes but mainly to earthquakes and explosions due to the excavation of a new gallery within the LSBB.

During winter and spring, the residual time series is jagged because aquifer recharge occurs during this period. In fact, signal increases are synchronous with rainfall and increased flow at Fontaine-de-Vaucluse. During the summer, we observe a prolonged gravity signal decrease, which is linked to ET and Q processes. We can observe a consistency between, on the one hand, the slope reduction of the gravity time series and, on the other hand, the decrease of ET and Q related to the beginning of drought. At the daily time step, we can clearly see that the signal decreases in a step-wise pattern due to ET, as described by Van Camp et al. [2016] on the gravity signal or as other authors describe
on piezometry [e.g. Healy and Cook 2002; Carlson Mazur et al. 2014] and the soil humidity time series [e.g. Nachabe et al. 2005; Jackisch et al. 2020]. The gravity signal drops during the day as a result of water loss in the system due to ET whereas the signal is more stable during the night (Fig. 2B). In fall, gravity time series becomes jagged again due to the beginning of seasonal rainfall and a new recharge period.

**Figure 2.** A/ Time series during the year 2020 for: precipitation (P); evapotranspiration (ET) calculated with the SimpKcET model [Ollivier et al. 2020] where gray lines are individual pixel time series and the sky blue line is the mean value calculated using 15 pixels within 2 km of the superconducting gravimeters; daily Fontaine-de-Vaucluse (FdV) discharge (Q) calculated in mm/d by dividing discharge (in m$^3$/d) by surface of FdV catchment (1200 km$^2$); and temporal dynamics of the surface-to-depth gravimetry. B/ two-day close-up on temporal dynamics of the surface-to-depth residuals to show how daily change in gravimetry (DCG) is determined.

**5 Interpretation and discussion**

The dataset allowed us to directly relate the gravity signal to ET. We exploited the unique configuration of two vertically spaced superconducting gravimeters to explore surface-to-depth gravity differences. We studied the June to September 2020 period in detail as it is a period of increased ET and low rainfall. Under these favorable conditions, we were able to relate a) mass changes measured by gravimeters minus water discharge (Q) measured at the karst system outlet to b) ET modeled using the SimpKcET model [Ollivier et al. 2021]. Figure 3B shows strong Pearson (0.73) and Spearman (0.71) correlations between ET and DCG – Q. These relations are broadly significant (p-values < 4.10$^{-10}$ and 9.10$^{-9}$, respectively). The small bias (0.55 mm) highlight a slight underestimate of modeled ET. It can be seen that the Q
signal is fairly constant over the summer 2020 period (Fig. 2) because it shapes an extremely low gradual decay. As a result, the DCG signal can be primarily attributed to daily ET. Our approach cannot be used for situations such as: i) rainy periods because water inflow into the system and related fast flows create a signal that dominates ET, ii) atmospheric conditions such as storms and periods of high or low pressure, iii) earthquakes, iv) explosions related to tunnel excavation within the LSBB. Because of these disturbances, 40 days indicated by the red areas (Fig. 3A) were removed from the analysis.

On the zoom of surface-to-depth residuals (Fig. 2B) it can be seen that the gravity signal rises during the afternoon. The rise is also seen in the stacked data of Van Camp et al. [2016]. We assume this phenomenon to be related to the change in lower atmosphere conditions (pressure, temperature, humidity) during the afternoon. Indeed, the water evapotranspired during the day is removed by the convective exchange between the boundary layer and the free troposphere and trapped in the atmospheric boundary layer at the end of the day when convection vanished [Champollion et al. 2005]. Despite this misunderstood phenomenon, our analysis remains largely unaffected because we calculate DCG over two consecutive days at fixed times.

**Figure 3.** Comparison of measured surface-to-depth gravimetry signal minus discharge (Q) measured at the Fontaine-de-Vaucluse spring with the modeled evapotranspiration (ET). A/ Temporal graphs. The red areas are periods excluded from the analysis because they are affected by various phenomena (earthquake, storm, rain and explosion). ET gray lines are individual pixel time series and the sky blue line is the mean value calculated within 15 pixels surrounding the superconducting gravimeters. The cumulated daily flow at Fontaine-de-Vaucluse was divided by the surface of hydrosoystem (1200 km) to express discharge in mm/d. P is precipitation. B/ Correlation between daily ET modeled and daily DCG – Q measured (r: Pearson correlation; RMSE: root mean square error; n: number of value).
6 Conclusions

Determining daily ET by gravimetry is a major challenge that approaches the technological and signal processing limits of current gravimetry. Indeed, the objective is to detect daily variations that are sometimes less than 1 nm/s². To reach conclusive results, we have enumerated the conditions that make it possible to highlight the expected signal:

i) we selected days without rain during a summer period (June – September) when the ET signal was quite strong (> 1 mm/j).

ii) we used data from two gravimeters to subtract the signals with two consequences: suppression of undesirable large-scale effects (e.g., tide) and maximization of the gravity signal between the two SGs.

Considering these last points, we were able to highlight that, in the studied system (Fig. 1B), the daily water outflow by ET (from SimpKcET model) agreed reasonably well with daily mass change (from residuals gradients) subtracted from the discharge at the outlet of the system (from Fontaine-de-Vaucluse discharge). The water stock dynamic is a key variable in hydrology that is generally difficult to quantify and the surface to depth superconducting gravimetry can quantify this key parameter with a precision around 1 nm/s². The high accuracy allows to indirectly estimate the ET at daily time step via the water stock variation.

This work is at the interface between geophysics and hydrology. The results open new perspectives for both communities:

i) in gravimetry, which can now consider ET to be a process that can significantly create noise in the gravity signal at the subdaily time step, according to the results of this study

ii) in hydrology, which can consider gravimetry as a new method for approaching ET, with four main advantages: a large integration volume, a stable influence area over time (unlike Eddy covariance or scintillometry), and minimal required maintenance. However, the installation of a SG is sometimes more cumbersome than a flux tower (depending on the vegetation cover) and requires a main power supply.

Our results encourage collaborative work among hydrologists and geophysicists to improve signal processing in order to deduce ET from the gravimetric signal at experimental sites equipped with a single SG. To achieve this goal, it may be useful to implement additional measurements to improve signal processing (e.g. full parameter meteorological station, sap flow sensors on trees). We can also expect that in the future decades gravimeters pairs (or even network of gravimeters) will be deployed at multiple experimental sites with one SG at the surface and the other deep inside a borehole. Finally, it will be interesting to make a direct comparison between gravity measurements and ET measurements (e.g. eddy-covariance, scintillometry).
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- Superconducting gravimetry data is accessible using the following links: surface SG iGrav#031 (http://igets.u-strasbg.fr/SG/ru031/Level1/) and deep SG iOSG#024 (http://igets.u-strasbg.fr/SG/ru024/Level1/)
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